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Abstract. It is well accepted that increasing atmospheric
CO2 results in global warming, leading to a decline in polar
sea ice area. Here, the specific question of whether there is a
tipping point in the sea ice cover is investigated. The global
climate model HadCM3 is used to map the trajectory of sea
ice area under idealised scenarios. The atmospheric CO2 is
first ramped up to four times pre-industrial levels (4× CO2),
then ramped down to pre-industrial levels. We also examine
the impact of stabilising climate at 4× CO2 prior to ramping
CO2 down to pre-industrial levels. Against global mean tem-
perature, Arctic sea ice area is reversible, while the Antarctic
sea ice shows some asymmetric behaviour – its rate of change
slower, with falling temperatures, than its rate of change with
rising temperatures. However, we show that the asymmetric
behaviour is driven by hemispherical differences in tempera-
ture change between transient and stabilisation periods. We
find no irreversible behaviour in the sea ice cover.

1 Introduction

The decline of Arctic sea ice in response to increasing con-
centrations of atmospheric CO2 has been much studied in
climate models (Gregory et al., 2002; Winton, 2006; Hol-
land et al., 2006; Ridley et al., 2007; Wang and Overland,
2009). Typically these show an approximately linear rela-
tionship between the decrease in extent of the Arctic sea
ice in September and global average near-surface warming,
although the constant of proportionality remains uncertain.
Attempts to constrain the models using observations pro-
vide one means of narrowing this uncertainty (e.g. Boe et
al., 2010). Most climate models do not show a clear abrupt
acceleration of the rate of summer sea ice loss with global
temperature rise. However, in HadCM3, while the demise of
the Arctic annual mean sea ice varies linearly with temper-

ature over a wide range of values, the winter ice does show
a more rapid decline as an apparent temperature threshold is
reached. This only occurs after a large fraction of the winter
ice has already been lost above a global warming of around
7◦C (Ridley et al., 2008).

For the Antarctic, the sea ice extent has seen a slight in-
crease since the 1970s (Turner et al., 2009), and although
climate models can simulate this, the model uncertainty is
greater than in the Arctic (Arzel et al., 2006). The pattern
of sea ice change is related to the southern annular mode
(Lefebvre et al., 2004) and the history of changes in the
Southern Ocean (Goosse and Renssen, 2005).

These studies of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice loss raise the
following question: if the global average or local warming
is reversed, will the sea ice cover quickly return to its initial
state (reversibility)? The answer has implications for how
sea ice is viewed in discussions of dangerous climate change
and for policies to avoid them.

Schroder and Connolley (2007) performed experiments
for both the Southern and Northern Hemisphere sea ice us-
ing the HadCM3 climate model in which the ocean mixed
layer was adjusted to represent that in ice free regions. They
found that the sea ice recovered fully within 15 yr. More re-
cently, Tietsche et al. (2011) showed that the instantaneous
removal of Arctic sea ice in a climate model, from various
periods during its decline, results in its rapid regrowth to
the state prior to its removal. A different experimental ap-
proach is to force the climate in a reversible manner, ramp-
ing CO2 up to some threshold then back down to the initial
state (Armour et al., 2011). Observations of the transient sea
ice behaviour throughout such forcing will determine the re-
versible behaviour. Taken together, the experiments suggest
that there is no threshold, either in sea ice extent or global
average warming, which leads to sea ice loss becoming irre-
versible in climate models.
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Figure 1. The prescribed CO2 trajectories used in the HadCM3 experiments. 
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Fig. 1. The prescribed CO2 trajectories used in the HadCM3 exper-
iments. Trajectory 0-a-b represents the “fast” scenario. Trajectory
0-a-c-d represents the “slow” scenario.

In this study we examine the issue of irreversibility using
the experimental approach of Armour et al. (2011). If the sea
ice loss is found not to be irreversible, then we will extend
our analysis to estimate the magnitude of any lag in the re-
covery of sea ice behind changes in the climate forcing. Our
approach involves ramping up the atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration from pre-industrial levels (280 ppm), then bringing it
back down again either immediately, similar to that of Ar-
mour et al. (2011), or after a period of stabilisation. Al-
though the rates of CO2 change are idealised in our study,
the rates of CO2 increase are not inconceivable when com-
pared to the range of available policy-relevant emission sce-
narios (Nakícenovíc et al., 2000). The rates of CO2 decline
are more speculative, but an increasing number of studies
(e.g. Arora et al., 2011) envisage negative carbon emissions
late in the 21st century from burning of biofuels with carbon
capture and storage (Matthews, 2008).

2 Method

The coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation model
HadCM3 is used in this study. The sea ice model in HadCM3
consists of a thermodynamic component with simple dynam-
ics in which winds drive the ocean currents then advect the
sea ice (Gordon et al., 2000). The ice advection scheme is
simple in that ice velocities are set to zero if ice would be
transported to a region of ice thicker than 4 m. The model
produces a reasonable simulation of Arctic sea ice change in
response to climate forcing, although there is less skill for
the Antarctic (Gregory et al., 2002).

Two simulations were conducted to map the possible tra-
jectories of the ice area in response to CO2 induced global
temperature change (Fig. 1). In both simulations the atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration is initially increased at a rate of
2 % a year from preindustrial concentrations for 70 yr until a
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Fig. 2. The sensitivity of Arctic sea ice area change to(a) global
temperature change and(b) local temperature change. Colours refer
to the CO2 trajectory markers specified in Fig. 1.

CO2 concentration four times preindustrial is reached (point
“a” on Fig. 1). The first experiment then immediately ramps
down CO2 at 2 % a year until pre-industrial concentrations
are reached (point “b”), followed by a period of stabilisation
with CO2 pre-industrial concentrations for 160 yr. We will
call this the “fast” scenario. The second, “slow” scenario,
stabilises concentrations at 4× CO2 for 1000 yr (point “c”),
and then ramps down CO2 at 2 % a year for 70 yr (point “d”)
followed by 160 yr with CO2 at pre-industrial levels. The two
scenarios, fast and slow, are considered idealised extremes
which bracket the range of policy-relevant scenarios.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Arctic ice extent

Changes in the annual mean Arctic ice area (Fig. 2a) are ap-
proximately linear with global temperature change (Ridley
et al., 2007; Winton, 2011). During the atmospheric CO2
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ramp-up the Arctic becomes ice free in September following
a global temperature rise of approximately 4◦C, and is ice-
free year round following a global temperature rise of 7.5◦C
– a global temperature only achieved during the long stabil-
isation period at 4× CO2. There is a slight change in the
gradient once the summer ice is lost, and winter ice loss ac-
celerates towards the end of its demise. With the immediate
ramp-down from point “a” the ice area is found to be en-
tirely reversible with global mean temperature, and there is
no evidence of the sea ice recovery lagging behind the global
temperature decline. After a sustained period of stabilisa-
tion (point “c”), the CO2 ramp-down also sees the winter ice
recover as global temperatures fall. Indeed there is some evi-
dence of the ice area recovering slightly more rapidly than in
the “fast” scenario.

The sea ice area change is plotted against the regional tem-
perature change (Fig. 2b), defined as the average 1.5 m air
temperature north of 70◦ N. The scatter is reduced and the
simulation of ice area is entirely reversible with this mea-
sure of local temperature change. The “slow” scenario lag in
Fig. 2a is absent in Fig. 2b, indicating that the effect is due
to the regional ocean cooling faster than the global ocean,
rather than being an innate feature of the sea ice properties. It
also suggests that any changes that occur in the ocean vertical
structure, as a consequence of heat uptake, do not influence
the surface heat fluxes and the associated sea ice response.

3.2 Antarctic sea ice extent

In the Antarctic the return trajectory (Fig. 3), points a–b,
the ice cover is reversible if the atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tion and temperatures are reduced quickly after the CO2 peak
(Fig. 3a). However, on stabilisation at 4× CO2 the tempera-
ture sensitivity of the ice area, although still linear, is notice-
ably increased. The ice sensitivity to temperature changes is
different again during the CO2 ramp-down, points c–d, being
lower than during either the ramp-up or stabilisation period.

When the ice area change is depicted as a function of re-
gional temperature (Fig. 3b), defined as the average 1.5m air
temperature between 75 and 55◦ S, the ice response is more
similar to the Arctic case (Fig. 2b), being almost reversible in
the slow scenario. Only a slight deviation in ice area against
temperature is seen between the ramp-up and ramp-down
pathways. Such a deviation, not investigated here, may be
due to differences in the modelled southern annular mode
and its impact on the sea ice spatial coverage (Lefebvre et
al., 2004).

3.3 Asymmetry in the hemispheric temperature
response

The radiative forcing in HadCM3 first results in a tempera-
ture anomaly in the ocean mixed layer system which gradu-
ally spreads to the deep ocean, a process noted by Hansen et
al. (1984). High latitudes are important for deep ocean heat
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Fig. 3. The sensitivity of Antarctic sea ice area change to(a) global
temperature change and(b) local temperature change. Colours refer
to the CO2 trajectory markers specified in Fig. 1.

uptake, as the characteristic deep vertical mixing of these re-
gions provides access to store heat in the deep ocean (Russell
et al., 2006). The deeper mixed layers at high southern lat-
itudes are associated with enhanced deep ocean heat uptake
in the transient response to CO2 forcing, and consequently
lead to regionally lesser surface warming (Boe et al., 2009;
Winton et al., 2010)

In the HadCM3 transient climate simulations, atmospheric
CO2 ramp-up and ramp-down, the Northern Hemisphere
1.5 m air temperature changes 1.6 times faster than that of
the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 4). This is a consequence
of a combination of enhanced Southern Ocean heat uptake
and land-sea temperature contrast (Joshi et al., 2008; Dong
et al., 2009), in that land warms/cools faster than ocean, and
the bias in the global distribution of land to the Northern
Hemisphere. During the period of stabilisation at 4× CO2,
as the climate system approaches equilibrium, the balance
is reversed and the Southern Hemisphere warms at a rate
of 1.2 times that of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 4). The
transition between the faster warming northern and Southern
Hemispheres occurs over a period of∼30 yr.
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Fig. 4. The hysteresis in the hemispheric (NH = Northern Hemi-
sphere, SH = Southern Hemisphere) near-surface air temperature.
Stages “a” to “d” are as depicted in Fig. 1.

Throughout the 4× CO2 stabilisation period (points “a” to
“c”) the intermediate waters of the Southern Ocean take up
heat in summer. However, the modelled mixed layer deep-
ens in winter such that a portion of the heat from below is
entrained into the mixed layer, resulting in warmer winter air
temperatures. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the Southern
Ocean temperature structure. Over the fast scenario (Fig. 5a)
an imbalance of surface fluxes leads to ocean heat uptake,
resulting in a warming at∼400 m depth. The heat diffuses
both into the deep ocean and upwards, where it is entrained
by the mixed layer. The entrainment is evident after the peak
in the ramp-up of CO2 at (a), as the sea ice minimum extent
lags peak CO2 by ∼12 yr while the heat anomaly is eroded.
The full recovery of the sea ice cover on return to 1× CO2
(point “b”) is similarly delayed. During the “slow” scenario
(Fig. 5b) and stabilisation at 4× CO2 the ocean heat uptake
is considerable, and the temperature anomaly at 400 m depth
grows to 4◦C. As a consequence of the heat release, the
ocean surface remains∼2◦C warmer even after a 160 yr pe-
riod of stabilisation at 1× CO2. Warming of the deep ocean
continues to the end of the simulation. Stouffer (2004) finds
that in the Southern Hemisphere, the GCM surface response
time is slightly faster when cooling due to a decreasing sta-
bility, but that this is still on the order of 1000 yr. The North-
ern Hemisphere surface response time scales are much faster
than either the warming or cooling Southern Hemisphere sur-
face response time scales. Because of the depth of the South-
ern Ocean, the heat is mixed through deeper and deeper lay-
ers of the ocean, leading to smaller fractions of the total re-
sponse near the ocean surface (Stouffer, 2004).

The Arctic Ocean structure is defined in HadCM3 by the
strong halocline at about 120 m depth. Throughout the simu-
lations a freshening of the surface waters maintains the halo-
cline, with no evidence that it will be breached through en-
hanced vertical mixing. The Arctic warms at the surface and
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Fig. 5. The Southern Ocean potential temperature anomaly, as a
function of ocean depth (averaged between 75 and 55◦ S), in simu-
lated time (years) for the fast scenario (top) and the slow scenario
(bottom). The x-axis is simulation years. At the top is the change
in the associated anomaly in Antarctic sea ice area. Note that the
ocean depth axis has is a non-linear scale. Labels are as depicted in
Fig. 1.

through advection at 300–700 m depth, but the two water
masses remain decoupled and the intermediate waters have
no discernable impact on the sea ice cover. Consequently,
the Antarctic sea ice recovery lags behind that in the Arctic.

4 Conclusions

We have conducted idealised simulations with the climate
model HadCM3, in which the atmospheric concentration of
CO2 is first ramped up from pre-industrial to four times pre-
industrial levels. In one experiment the CO2 is immediately
ramped back down to, and then stabilised at, pre-industrial
levels. In a second experiment the CO2 is stabilised at four
times pre-industrial levels for 1000 yr before ramping down
to pre-industrial levels.

We have investigated the polar climate response to climatic
changes arising from the two CO2 scenarios. It is clear that
the sea ice in the fast scenario responds linearly to global
mean temperature almost equally for the ramp-up and ramp-
down of CO2. However, in the slow scenario, the deep waters
of the Southern Ocean become warmer and more saline over
centennial timescales. The timescale for GCM global oceans
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to reach 70 % of their equilibrium temperature is∼1000 yr
with the Southern Ocean taking longer (Stouffer, 2004). The
dominant source of the oceanic heat is increased surface heat
uptake as sea ice declines. The heat is stored temporarily in
intermediate waters at∼400 m depth before eventually being
transferred back to the surface and to the deep ocean. The
intermediate waters become a store of heat that can be ac-
cessed through mixed layer entrainment as the climate cools,
slowing the rate of recovery of the sea ice in some regions
of Antarctica. In the Arctic, a surface freshening reduces the
mixed layer depth and prevents a surface release of the stored
heat before it is lost to the deeper ocean.

An analysis of the climate sensitivity of the sea ice cover
shows that against global mean temperature rise there is ap-
parently a lag in the recovery of lost sea ice, which is espe-
cially noticeable in the Antarctic. When the same analysis is
conducted against local temperatures, no lag is evident. The
apparent sea ice lag arises because the Southern Hemisphere
temperatures lag behind those in the North during the ramp-
up and immediate ramp-down experiments. However, during
the stabilisation at 4× CO2 the southern and northern tem-
peratures are close to equalising. The ramp-down in the slow
scenario does not start from the same state as the ramp-down
in the fast scenario, and a hemispheric temperature “hystere-
sis” is created. The temperature- sea ice trajectory during the
short stabilisation period (point “d” onwards) is towards the
initial state, and a sufficiently long period should see the loop
completed. Since the “hysteresis” is a function of the rate of
ocean heat uptake and release, we would expect differences
between climate models which affect transient climate sensi-
tivity (Raper et al., 2002). Although the use of global temper-
ature as a reference for sea ice is applicable in the assessment
of transient climate sea ice sensitivity (Gregory et al., 2002;
Ridley et al., 2007), it may not be suitable in long simulations
when ocean heat uptake is significant. The inter-hemispheric
temperature loop feeds through to an effect on hemispheric
climate processes such as those related to sea ice.

Thus, we find no clear evidence of a threshold of irre-
versibility in the sea ice, but Antarctic sea ice does lag behind
global temperature during a return to lower temperatures af-
ter a period of extended CO2 stabilisation. However, the sim-
ulation is not sufficiently long to close the temperature – ice
area loop, and a bistability cannot be definitively ruled out.
This result is similar to that of Armour et al. (2011), who find
reversible behaviour in the NCAR CCSM3 climate model
with a simple ramp-up then ramp-down experiment. Our re-
sult complements that of Armour et al. (2011), not only by
showing that sea ice reversibility is robust across more than
one type of sea ice sub-model in different climate models,
but also by extending the period of stabilisation at high lev-
els of CO2, showing that sea ice area in both hemispheres is
reversible.
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